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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The program package ‘ClustScan’ (Cluster Scanner)
is designed for rapid, semi-automatic, annotation of
DNA sequences encoding modular biosynthetic
enzymes including polyketide synthases (PKS),
non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS) and
hybrid (PKS/NRPS) enzymes. The program displays
the predicted chemical structures of products
as well as allowing export of the structures in a
standard format for analyses with other programs.
Recent advances in understanding of enzyme function are incorporated to make knowledge-based
predictions about the stereochemistry of products.
The program structure allows easy incorporation of
additional knowledge about domain specificities
and function. The results of analyses are presented
to the user in a graphical interface, which also
allows easy editing of the predictions to incorporate
user experience. The versatility of this program
package has been demonstrated by annotating biochemical pathways in microbial, invertebrate animal
and metagenomic datasets. The speed and convenience of the package allows the annotation
of all PKS and NRPS clusters in a complete
Actinobacteria genome in 2–3 man hours. The
open architecture of ClustScan allows easy integration with other programs, facilitating further analyses of results, which is useful for a broad range
of researchers in the chemical and biological
sciences.

Bioprospecting for lead compounds from nature continues
to be a corner stone in drug development. As well as isolating microorganisms from unique environments or biological diversity ‘hotspots’, approaches are also being
developed to exploit the chemical diversity from > 98%
of uncultivable microbes living in the natural environment. There is now unprecedented opportunity to access
the natural diversity of small molecules made by such
microbes by the isolation of metagenomic DNA and heterologous expression of biosynthetic pathways in a fermentable host. Discovery of novel biosynthetic gene
clusters is the ﬁrst goal of this culture-independent
research that requires the application of molecular bioinformatics to identify DNA sequences of interest. We have
developed an integrated set of computer programs for this
task, which we call the ‘ClustScan’ (Cluster Scanner) program package.
Many important secondary metabolites in bacteria are
synthesized on enzymes encoded by modular biosynthetic
gene clusters: polyketide synthase (PKS) clusters, nonribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) clusters, NRPSindependent siderophore (NIS) synthetase clusters
or hybrid clusters (1–4). These secondary metabolites
include polyketide antibiotics (e.g. erythromycin),
immuno-suppressants (e.g. rapamycin) and antiparasitics
(e.g. avermectin) as well as peptide antibiotics (e.g. vancomycin), immuno-suppressants (e.g. cyclosporin) and herbicides (e.g. bialaphos). Correlation of the chemical
structures of the products with cluster DNA sequences
shows that, in most cases, a deﬁned series of catalytic
domains that can be grouped into modules are responsible
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for each round of chain elongation. Thus, synthesis follows a co-linear principle in which the gene sequences of
the individual modules determine the chemical outcomes
of successive chain extension reactions. Large-scale DNA
sequencing has revealed many gene clusters, whose products are not known (5–7). Predictions about the structures of the products based on the DNA sequences
encoding enzyme modules can help decisions about
which products may be interesting in the search for
novel drugs. Modules are composed of domains that
carry out the diﬀerent reactions so that prediction of
module speciﬁcity can be built up from that of domain
speciﬁcity. In PKSs, each module usually contains an
acyl carrier protein (ACP) domain and an acyl transferase
(AT) domain, which is responsible for substrate selection
and transferring the substrate to the ACP domain. For all
modules except possibly the starter module (‘loading
domain’) there is also a ketosynthase (KS) domain
that performs condensation. Some AT domains select a
malonyl–CoA substrate which results in a two carbon
extension. However, other substrates can be used
(e.g. methylmalonyl–CoA, ethylmalonyl–CoA, methoxymalonyl–CoA) which result in the incorporation of more
carbon atoms. However, the backbone chain is always
extended by two carbon atoms and the other carbon
atoms occur as side chains (e.g. methyl groups). Amino
acid residues in AT domains that diﬀer between malonyl–
CoA-incorporating and methylmalonyl–CoA-incorporating have been identiﬁed from multiple alignments of AT
sequences (8–12). There may be further reduction domains
that carry out a sequential reduction of the introduced
keto group: ketoreductase (KR) produces a hydroxyl
group, which may be acted on by a dehydratase domain
(DH) to produce a double bond that can be modiﬁed to a
completely reduced product by an enoyl reductase (ER)
domain. The stereochemistry of the addition step is also
important. This can arise when the KR domain introduces
a hydroxyl group and comparison of the sequences of KR
domains introducing diﬀerent stereochemistry identiﬁed
speciﬁc residues correlated with this diﬀerence (13,14). A
second source of diﬀerential stereochemistry is the incorporation of an extender unit with more than two carbon
atoms resulting in a side chain with a choice of stereochemistry. At one time it was assumed that the KS
domain was responsible for this choice. However, bioinformatic analyses could ﬁnd no amino acid diﬀerences in
the KS domain correlating with the stereochemical outcome and instead found correlations with the sequence of
the KR domain (15). Studies of the 3D structure of KR
domains provided mechanistic explanations of how the
stereochemistry of the hydroxyl group and the a-carbon
atom are controlled (16,17). The chirality of the a-carbon
is lost if reduction of the hydroxyl group to a double bond
on the b-carbon occurs, but this reduction may result in
a new stereochemical choice between the cis- and transisomers that is probably determined by the DH domain
carrying out the reduction. A new chirality may be created
if full reduction occurs and is likely to be determined by
the ER domain responsible for the ﬁnal reduction step.
The annotation of the DNA sequence of a PKS cluster
can be time-consuming because of the large number of

domains and the necessity of integrating data from
many sources. Several tools have been developed to
assist this process. Identifying domains poses few problems as the sequences are well conserved. A much more
diﬃcult problem is predicting the activity and speciﬁcity of
domains. The NRPS–PKS database (18, http://www.nii.
res.in/nrps-pks.html), holds data on PKS and NRPS
gene clusters including module and domain structure
and chemical structures of the biosynthetic products. It
allows users to input protein sequences to be used in
BLAST (19) searches to identify domains and ﬁnds
the closest sequences in the database. This allows prediction of whether an AT-domain uses malonyl–CoA or
methylmalonyl–CoA as a substrate (i.e. whether a C2
or C3 unit is incorporated into the polyketide). The
ASMPKS database (20, http://gate.smallsoft.co.kr:8008/
%7Ehstae/asmpks/index.html) uses a similar methodology, but integrates it with a graphical display of the
domains in genes so that modules can be easily recognized.
It also allows the display of a predicted linear polyketide
chain product for which the user has to select starter and
extender units from lists. Minowa et al. (21) used an
approach based on the creation of hidden Markov
model proﬁles (22) to predict substrate speciﬁcity of AT
domains. The company ECOPIA has also developed a
software tool (23) DecipherITTM, which helps annotation
of new gene clusters based on comparison with a database
of known clusters. Although these approaches are useful,
they do not make predictions about the stereochemistry of
the products, which is extremely important for assessing
their promise. As these analyses are essentially based on
similarity to known clusters rather than identiﬁcation of
functional residues, they are less eﬀective for clusters from
novel organism groups. Another practical limitation is
that they do not export information about chemical structures in a format that can be used by standard programs
for further analyses.
In this paper, we describe a program that utilizes recent
advances in understanding the function of KR domains to
make knowledge-based predictions of activity and stereochemical speciﬁcity for hydroxyl groups and a-carbon
atoms. This is combined with a ﬁngerprint approach to
predict speciﬁcity of AT domains and more conventional
approaches for prediction of activity of DH and ER
domains. The program predicts the chemical structures
of products, which can be exported in a SMILES/
SMARTS format for further analysis by standard
Chemistry programs. The program is structured so that
it can easily be updated to incorporate new knowledge
about the speciﬁcity of domains. It has a convenient graphical interface that allows the rapid semi-automatic
annotation of gene clusters encoding modular biosynthetic
enzymes by non-expert users.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
GeneMark (24) (version 2.5; http://opal.biology.gatech.
edu/GeneMark/) or Glimmer (25) (version 3.02; http://
www.cbcb.umd.edu/software/glimmer/) were used to
identify genes. HMMER (22) (version 2.3.2; http://
hmmer.janelia.org/) was used for identiﬁcation of
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protein domains. Proﬁles from Pfam (26) as well as specially constructed proﬁles were used. The gene prediction
and protein domain prediction programs run on a Linux
server and each user has a password to allow access to
their own workspace. All user activities are performed
via the Java client, which was written in Windows,
MacIntosh and Linux versions.
To predict the speciﬁcity of AT or KR domains the
amino acid sequence was aligned with an appropriate
HMMER proﬁle and the diagnostic amino acid residues
extracted (Supplementary Data 1 Tables 2S and 3S).
The diagnostic residues were compared to ﬁngerprints corresponding to the diﬀerent speciﬁcities (substrate speciﬁcity for AT; activity and stereochemistry for KR). The
prediction of activity/inactivity of DH domains used a
HMMER-proﬁle based on active actinomycete domains.
The prediction was based on the HMMER score. ER
domains were detected using a proﬁle based on a mixture
of active and inactive domains.
To predict chemical structures, a table was constructed
(see Supplementary Data 1 Table 4S) that contained different chemical building blocks written as isomeric
SMILES (27). These were ordered on the basis of substrate
and degree of reduction. In cases, where stereochemical
prediction was not possible non-isomeric SMILES
were used. Generic units as SMARTS (http://www.day
light. com/dayhtml/doc/theory/theory.smarts.html) were
also included for cases where prediction was not possible.
The predictions were used to generate a description of the
product in an XML format (http://www.w3.org/TR/xml/)
organized in a hierarchical structure corresponding to
module and domain architecture. This XML description
was used to generate the chemical structure from
the table of SMILES. This description was also used to
generate a ring structure from the linear polyketide using
a simple cyclization rule. The SMILES description can
be drawn and displayed in ClustScan using Jmol
v. 11.2.14, 2006 (Jmol; http://www.jmol.org/) or exported.
Clustscan can be obtained by request from Novalis Ltd
(novalis@novalis.hr).
RESULTS
The analyses of the DNA sequence data are carried out on
a server and the results are cached so that each analysis
only needs to be carried out once. This is important as the
analysis of a whole Streptomyces genome may take several
hours, but this can occur unsupervised overnight. The user
accesses the results using a Java client that gives userfriendly presentation of the data. There is a passwordprotected workspace for each user on the server. The
client allows the user to upload DNA sequences to the
server and initiate analyses. The sequence is automatically
translated in all six reading frames to allow HMMER (22)
searches using a library of protein family proﬁles. The
standard libraries contain PKS and/or NRPS domains,
but it is possible to add other proﬁles if desired that
makes the program package generic. These can be proﬁles
from the Pfam (26) database or custom proﬁles created
with the HMMER package (e.g. we have used proﬁles to

ﬁnd and annotate shikimic acid pathway genes; see
Performance of ClustScan subsection). Independently of
the search for protein patterns, the DNA can be analyzed
to ﬁnd probable coding regions using GeneMark (24) or
Glimmer (25). GeneMark provides a library of models
based on diﬀerent bacteria and the appropriate model is
chosen using a species related to the source of the DNA.
Glimmer can construct a model for coding regions using
long open reading frames (ORF) in the input sequence as
training data. This is less eﬀective for short input
sequences. Also sequences with high G+C-content have
long non-coding random ORFs, which may reduce the
accuracy of coding sequence prediction. The program,
therefore, also allows the user to create a model by supplying appropriate training data (e.g. the genome sequence of
a related species) and the model can be stored by the user
for future analyses.
The results of the analyses are presented both as lists in
the ‘workspace’ window (Figure 1A) and graphically in
the ‘annotation’ editor window (Figure 1B). The workspace window shows the results in a tree format in
which branches can be opened up or collapsed to show
the genes and the protein domains. This is useful for
obtaining an overview and it is possible to navigate
through the thousands of genes present in a complete
genome. The graphical ‘annotation’ editor window
(Figure 1B) shows the positions of genes and protein
domains on the six reading frames and can be viewed at
diﬀerent resolutions using a zoom function. It is possible
using the mouse to displace genes and domains above
and below the reading frames for better visualization of
overlapping regions. It is usual to keep both the workspace window and the annotation editor window open
and clicking on a feature in either, marks the corresponding feature in the other window. The protein domains
are identiﬁed by HMMER analysis using a cut-oﬀ score
that can be set to a stringent or relaxed value. This results
in some putative protein domains, which may not be genuine. The user can choose to reject a protein domain so
that it is removed from the analysis; the program tracks
editing changes so that they can later be reversed if mistaken deletions occur. In many cases, the decision about
the protein domain is taken on the basis of whether it
occurs at an appropriate position with respect to other
domains, which is easily seen in the graphical view of
the annotation editor. To help the decision, the evidence
for the identiﬁcation of the protein domains can be viewed
using the ‘details’ window (Figure 2). This shows the coordinates of the protein domain in the DNA and protein
and the scores and E-values from the HMMER analysis.
In addition, the alignment of the protein with the proﬁle is
shown. A prediction of the speciﬁcity of the protein
domain is also shown. For AT domains (Figure 2A) this
is the starter unit incorporated by the condensation reaction. For KR domains (Figure 2B) it is predicted whether
the domain is active for reduction and, in addition, the
stereochemistry of the hydroxyl group and the a-carbon
atom are predicted. The predictions can be overridden if
the user has extra information in conﬂict with
the program’s prediction. For instance, Figure 2A shows
the (correct) prediction of propionyl as the starter unit
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Figure 1. (A) The workspace window gives an overview of the analysis in the form of collapsible trees. Detected genes and protein domains are
shown. (B) The annotation editor window shows the location of genes (in red) and protein domains (in blue). In this case there are three genes on the
three diﬀerent forward open reading frames. The genes have been displaced from the reading frames by the user to allow better visualization of the
domains. The annotation editor has been used for user deﬁnition of modules (shown as red curves below the open reading frames). (C) The cluster
editor window. The user can deﬁne a set of contiguous genes as a cluster. The cluster editor window shows the genes in a cartoon form with an
expanded view of the selected gene showing protein domains. Domains can be linked together to give modules. The modules are given identifying
names and the program suggests a biosynthetic order that can be accepted or altered by the user.

for erythromycin. By clicking on the propionyl, a
drop-down list is shown that enables selection of an alternative unit.
On the basis of the results in the annotation editor,
the user can deﬁne a gene cluster covering a region of
adjacent genes. The annotation of the gene cluster is carried out using the ‘cluster’ editor window (Figure 1C),
which shows the genes of the gene cluster in a simple
cartoon form, hence the term semi-automatic. When a
gene is selected, the protein domains are also shown.
Modules can be assembled by marking protein domains
and each module created is given a name. The program
suggests a biosynthetic order of the genes of a cluster.
For PKS clusters this is based on identifying a potential
loading domain (i.e. typically a module containing only
AT and ACP domains; Figure 1C) and looking for a
thioesterase domain as identifying the last module. If
there is ambiguity, it is assumed that the genes are used
in the pathway in the same order as they occur in the
DNA. This procedure identiﬁes the correct biosynthetic
order in most natural gene clusters. The user can alter
the suggested order to incorporate any additional knowledge available.

The complete annotation by ClustScan can be stored as
a ﬁle in an XML format so that it can be reimported into
ClustScan. The hierarchical nature of XML makes it well
suited for representing clusters in terms of genes, modules
and protein domains. We developed an XML format that
includes information about the biosynthetic order.
Although the XML format is primarily designed for the
internal use of ClustScan, it makes it easy for other applications to read or write ClustScan compatible ﬁles by
adding an appropriate XML parser. In addition to the
XML format, annotations can be exported as an EMBL
or GenBank ﬁle for use in other applications or for submission to databases; this results in loss of information on
biosynthetic order. In addition, the DNA or amino acid
sequences of genes, domains or modules can be copied to
the clipboard for further analyses with other programs.
The prediction functions for the activity and speciﬁcity
of protein domains are used to deduce module speciﬁcity
and, thus, to predict the chemical structure of the linear
polyketide chain product of the gene cluster. The structures are represented internally in the program as isomeric
SMILES (27), which can be copied to the clipboard
(Figure 3A) allowing export for use with standard
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A

SMILES:
[C@H](C)[C@@H](O)[C@@H](C)
[C@H](O)[C@H](C)C(=O)C(C)C
[C@@H](C)[C@H](O)[C@@H](C)
[C@H](O)C(C)C(=O)S

B

C

Figure 2. The details window allows the user to examine the evidence
for assignment of protein domains. The HMMER scores and E-values
as well as the alignment are displayed. The predictions of activity
and speciﬁcity are also displayed and can be modiﬁed by the user.
(A) The loading AT domain of the erythromycin cluster. The program makes the correct prediction of a propionyl starter unit. By clicking on this choice, a selection window has been opened that allows
the user to override the automatic prediction and select an alternative choice. (B) The KR domain of module 3 of the erythromycin
cluster.

Figure 3. The molecules window. (A) The SMILES description for the
linear backbone of erythromycin predicted from the DNA sequence of
the cluster. The SMILES description can be copied to the clipboard for
export. (B) The 3D structure of the predicted linear chain is shown. The
mouse can be used to rotate the molecule. (C) The ring structure of the
erythromycin aglycone as predicted using the cyclization function of the
program.

chemical software. The user can deﬁne new module speciﬁcities and provide isomeric SMILES descriptions of the
extender units. It is possible to edit the prediction of
module speciﬁcity to allow incorporation of such novel
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extender units. The program allows the user to display the
chemical structure of products in a 3D ‘molecules’ window
(Figure 3B) in which the molecule can be rotated. The
program can also produce a potential cyclic structure
from a linear molecule (Figure 3C). It is assumed that
the ﬁrst hydroxyl or amino group introduced during
synthesis reacts with the terminal extender unit.
The program is designed to allow easy incorporation of
new knowledge. New or modiﬁed prediction of enzyme
activity or speciﬁcity can be implemented without changing program structure. It is also possible for sophisticated
users to write their own speciﬁc scripts to introduce specialized prediction functions.
Prediction of domain activities
The presence of any of the seven domains KS, AT, ER,
DH, KR, ACP or TE is detected using the HMMER
proﬁles. An extender module needs at least KS, AT and
ACP. AT determines the substrate selection for the extension reaction. The three reduction domains (KR, DH and
ER) may be absent or present as active or inactive
domains. ClustScan predicts whether domains are active
as well as predicting substrate speciﬁcity or stereochemical
outcome when several outcomes are possible (see
Supplementary Data 1 Table 1S).
The KR domain is the best characterized domain
in terms of structural determination of diﬀerential activities. Active KR domains determine the chirality of the
hydroxyl product and bioinformatic analysis identiﬁed
amino acid residues involved in this choice (13,14).
Bioinformatics also suggested that KR rather than KS
determined the stereochemistry of b-carbon groups,
when C3 or C4 units are incorporated (15). A comparison
of 3D structures of two KR domains of diﬀerent speciﬁcity gave more detailed information on amino acid residues involved in determining both hydroxyl and b-carbon
stereochemistry (17). In ClustScan, alignment with a KR
proﬁle allows identiﬁcation of all of these critical amino
acids (the ‘ﬁngerprint’) and, thus prediction of the product. The ﬁngerprints used are shown in the
Supplementary Data 1 Table 2S. There are six possible
products (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2), which correspond to
three possible ketoreduction outcomes (either hydroxyl
stereoisomer—A or B, or no reduction C) coupled with
two b-carbon chiralities (called 1 and 2). The accuracy of
prediction was tested using 49 KR domains for which the
structure of the polyketide product provides information
about activity and stereochemistry; if further active reduction domains are present, the product does not provide
any information about the stereochemistry of the KR
step. Ten of the KR domains processed 2-carbon extender
units so that only hydroxyl stereochemistry was relevant:
all 10 predictions were correct. Nine of the KR
domains processing 3- or 4-carbon extender units were
inactive: in eight cases the program predicted that the
domains were inactive for reduction and also predicted
the correct side chain stereochemistry. In one case the
inactive KR domain was predicted as active. The other
30 KR domains processing 3- or 4-carbon extender units
were active. In 25 cases the program predicted the correct

stereochemistry. In one case, the program predicted the
incorrect side chain stereochemistry (A1 instead of A2).
In the other four cases, the alignment with the proﬁle did
not yield an amino acid ﬁngerprint that fell into any of the
groups: in these cases the program indicates that no prediction is possible. Thus, the KR prediction was correct in
88% of the cases, incorrect in 4% of the cases and the
program was unable to provide a prediction in 8% of
the cases.
Unlike the case of KR, structural information about AT
domains is not suﬃcient to help in substrate prediction.
The most common extender substrates are malonyl–CoA
and methylmalonyl–CoA. Comparison by eye of alignments of AT domain sequences identiﬁed 13 amino acid
residues, which diﬀered signiﬁcantly between domains
incorporating the two substrates (8–12). The amino acid
sequences of nine AT extender domains that incorporated
ethylmalonyl–CoA were examined. It was found that the
13 amino acid residues had a common pattern that differed from those of the malonyl–CoA and methylmalonyl–CoA-speciﬁc AT domains. This information was
used for prediction of speciﬁcity in the program. A further
known extender substrate is methoxymalonyl–CoA and
speciﬁc residues associated with choice of this substrate
were identiﬁed in AT domains of the concanamycin
A cluster (28). Eleven methoxymalonyl-incorporating
AT domains were examined, but the 13 ﬁngerprint residues used to characterize the other substrates did not
show a conserved pattern. It was noticed that most had
insertions with respect to the conserved alignment of all
AT domains, which caused problems in identifying potential ﬁngerprinting residues. After using a speciﬁc alignment for methoxymalonyl–CoA-incorporating AT
domains, it was possible to use a modiﬁed form of the
published pattern (28) to predict methoxymalonyl–CoA
as a substrate.
The information about AT extender speciﬁcity was
implemented in ClustScan. The amino acid sequence of
the AT domain was aligned with a general AT-proﬁle to
identify the 13 diagnostic amino acid residues. These were
compared to three ﬁngerprints corresponding to the three
substrates. If the amino acids did not ﬁt any of the three
ﬁngerprints, the AT domain was aligned using a proﬁle
derived from the 11 methoxymalonyl–CoA AT domains.
This alignment was used to test if one of the characterized
insertions was present. If no match was found, the AT
domain was assigned to an unknown substrate category.
In addition to AT domains in extender modules, there
are often AT domains in loading domains. A set of AT
domains that incorporate acetyl starters (nine domains),
propionyl starters (eight domains) or methylbutyryl
starters (three domains) were aligned with the general
AT proﬁle and the 13 diagnostic amino acid residues
extracted. The ﬁngerprints for acetyl and propionyl starters were identical to those for acetyl and propionyl extenders, respectively. The methylbutyryl starters showed a
diﬀerent pattern, which was also used to construct a speciﬁc ﬁngerprint. This information was incorporated into
ClustScan. When the user accepts the suggested biosynthetic order or deﬁnes a diﬀerent order the loading domain
is subjected to a special analysis. If an AT domain is
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present, the 13 diagnostic amino acids are extracted and
tested for acetyl, propionyl or methylbutyryl ﬁngerprints.
All ﬁngerprints for the speciﬁcity of AT starter and extender units are shown in Supplementary Data 1 Table 3S. A
dataset of 196 known AT domains was analyzed with
ClustScan (95 malonyl–CoA, 79 methylmalonyl–CoA, 9
ethylmalonyl–CoA and 13 methoxymalonyl–CoA. The
remaining 25 were propionyl, acetyl, methylbutyryl and
some unusual ones from loading domain ATs). This
gave the correct prediction in 182 cases (93%), the
wrong prediction in 9 cases (5%) and assignment to an
unknown class in 5 cases (3%).
For DH domains, the prediction should distinguish
active and inactive domains. As insuﬃcient structural
information was available to make predictions based on
knowledge of function, it was decided to use a proﬁle
based on active domains to try to predict activity. The
proﬁle was built using the sequences of 57 active domains
derived from actinomycetes. The proﬁle was used to
screen the active domains used in its construction as well
as an additional 56 active and 46 inactive domains
(159 total). All domains with a high score (>300) were
active, whereas all with a low score (<200) were inactive.
About 80% of the domains with intermediate scores were
active, but the scores of inactive domains were distributed
through the range. These results were used to deﬁne a
prediction function with three outcomes: active (score
>300), 80% probability of activity (scores between
200 and 300) and inactive (score < 200). This prediction
function was tested on 159 domains (113 active and 46
inactive). Forty-six domains fell into the intermediate
region (36 active, 10 inactive) with a prediction of 80%
probability of activity. Sixty-seven domains were predicted to be active of which six were in fact inactive
corresponding to a 9% false prediction rate. In contrast,
the prediction of inactivity was less satisfactory: 43 DH
domains were predicted to be inactive of which 16 were
actually active. A closer examination of these false predictions showed that only 1 of the 16 was an actinomycete
sequence, the other 15 being sequences from Gramnegative bacteria. When attention was conﬁned to actinomycete sequences, 13 DH domains were predicted to be
inactive of which only one was active.
Initially, a similar approach to that used for the DH
domain was attempted with the ER domains. A proﬁle
was constructed using active actinomycete ER domains.
However, it was found that better prediction was achieved
with a proﬁle based on a mixture of active and inactive
domains. Sixty-six known ER domains were tested. In all
cases the ER domain was detected. The HMMER score
did not prove useful in distinguishing between active and
inactive ER domains. However, there were only three
cases of inactive ER domains in the presence of an
active DH domain. There were four cases in which an
ER domain was detected, but the DH domain was inactive. The program, therefore, predicts an active ER
domain if a domain is found and there are active KR
and DH domains present. This gives a false prediction
in the 3/66 (5%) cases of an inactive ER domain with
an active DH domain.

Performance of ClustScan
There are two main criteria for the usefulness of
ClustScan: the accuracy of prediction and the speed and
convenience of annotating large datasets. The accuracy of
prediction was tested on two well-known gene clusters: the
erythromycin gene cluster and the niddamycin gene cluster
(GenBank accession numbers AY771999 and AF016585).
For the erythromycin gene cluster, with one exception, all
the protein domains of the six extender modules were
accurately identiﬁed and the propionyl starter
(Figure 2A) was also predicted. The only exception was
that ClustScan was not able to predict the hydroxyl group
stereochemistry of the KR domain of module 4; the prediction of the hydroxyl stereochemistry is ﬂagged as
unknown. This does not have an eﬀect on the ﬁnal prediction as an active DH domain forms a double bond.
However, the active ER domain recreates a chiral center,
which cannot be predicted with the current state of knowledge. This resulted in two possible structures, where the
user can choose the correct chirality to obtain an accurate
prediction of the chemistry of the linear backbone
(Figure 3A and B). In this case, the cyclization was also
predicted correctly (Figure 3C) (see also Supplementary
Data 1 Figure 1S A and B). In the niddamycin gene cluster, the ﬁve genes, the loading domain and the seven extender modules containing 36 catalytically active domains
were all correctly predicted with the exception that the
substrate for module six was predicted as ethylmalonate
instead of the correct methoxymalonate. The inactive KR
in module 4 responsible for the b-carbon: S stereochemistry was predicted. The correct cyclization was also predicted (see Supplementary Data 1 Figure 2S A and B).
The results with ClustScan were compared with those
from the NRPS–PKS database prediction system
(SEARCHPKS), which is the most popular current analysis tool for PKS clusters (see Supplementary Data 2
Figures 1–4). SEARCHPKS (http://www.nii.res.in/nrpspks.html) requires protein sequences so the amino acid
sequences of the genes were extracted with ClustScan
and submitted. SEARCHPKS found two extra false
positive ACP domains in the erythromycin cluster
(Supplementary Data 2 Figure 1). The ﬁrst at the end of
the eryAI gene did not aﬀect the prediction as it was an
isolated ACP domain. The second occurred between the
KS and AT domains of module ﬁve and resulted in the
program predicting an additional module and making no
prediction of the chemistry of the two modules generated.
It is not possible to review the data behind the prediction
or to manually reject the false positives. SEARCHPKS
found all the other domains successfully, but does not
attempt to make predictions of the activity or stereochemistry of the reduction domains. In particular, this results in
the false prediction of an active KR domain in module
3 resulting in the prediction of a hydroxyl group rather
than the correct keto group. The substrate choice of the
loading domain was not predicted, but there was correct
prediction of a C3 unit for ﬁve of the six extender modules; no prediction of substrate was possible for module 5.
For niddamycin (Supplementary Data 2 Figure 2) there
was also a false prediction of an additional ACP domain
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in module 2. This results in a false positive prediction of
an additional module and an inability to predict the chemical structures associated with the two ‘modules’. In
module 4, the KR domain was incorrectly predicted as
active and the substrate for module 5 could not be predicted. Like ClustScan the wrong substrate for module 6
was predicted.
Eight further well-characterized clusters were annotated. For the megalomycin, pimaricin and tylactone clusters the predicted module activities were in full agreement
with the published results. For tylactone (Supplementary
Data 2 Figure 3) SEARCHPKS found all the domains,
but is unable to predict activity of reduction domains;
thus, it predicts a chemistry based on an active KR in
module 4, whereas ClustScan correctly identiﬁes the
domain as inactive. Also, the starter unit is not correctly
predicted. The worst results for ClustScan were obtained
with the rifamycin cluster, where the stereochemistry of
three methyl groups could not be predicted and two
of eight DH domains were falsely predicted as active.
In comparison, SEARCHPKS falsely predicts ﬁve
DH domains and one KR domain as active and does
not attempt to predict the stereochemistry (see
Supplementary Data 2 Figure 4). For the other four clusters (amphotericin, avermectin, nystatin and oleandomycin) there were fewer errors (data not shown). Six
additional domains were identiﬁed, which were not present in the published annotations. Two were TE domains;
as the presence of a TE domain does not directly aﬀect the
structure of the compound, it is likely that previous annotation work had not searched carefully for these domains.
The other four new domains were all DH domains with
signiﬁcant deletions (a third to a half of the length). They
are, thus, predicted as inactive by ClustScan. Although
such partially deleted domains are not important for prediction of product structure, they are interesting for studies on the evolution of clusters.
A major problem with annotations in DNA database
entries is that they are not uniform, but diﬀer according to
the person carrying out the annotation. ClustScan helps
achieve a uniform annotation standard and we have reannotated published sequences to achieve a standard deﬁnition of domain boundaries and description of units.
ClustScan has been used to annotate successfully more
than 50 modular gene clusters from a variety of genomes
and metagenomes; full details are available on request.
The speed and convenience of ClustScan were assessed
using the genome sequences of Saccharopolyspora erythraea (7) which is 8.2 Mb in size. A graduate student
was able to annotate the PKS and NRPS clusters in
2–3 h of work (the initial analysis using HMMER can
take several hours of run time on the server, but this
occurs unsupervised overnight). The ClustScan annotation
identiﬁed genes, modules and protein domains and
included prediction of activity, substrate speciﬁcity and
stereochemical outcome for PKS domains. The published
annotation (7) identiﬁed genes, modules and protein
domains and, in addition, the AT domains are assigned
to malonyl–CoA and methylmalonyl–CoA-incorporating
classes. However the stereochemistry and activity of
reduction domains are not annotated. The ClustScan

annotation agreed with the published annotation and
extended it with predictions of domain activity and stereochemistry of products. ClustScan has been used to annotate DNA sequences from a variety of bacterial species
including cyanobacteria.
ClustScan is mainly designed for use with bacterial
sequences. However, the more general utility of
ClustScan program package was demonstrated by the analysis of lower eukaryote sequences, where intron prediction is often diﬃcult. An example is provided by the slime
mould Dictyostelium discoideum which has 45 PKS genes
(29), which were annotated poorly by the standard annotation methods used in the genome project. Using
ClustScan it was possible to use local HMMER proﬁles
for the protein domains, which are eﬀective in recognizing
segments of the domains split by introns. When such an
analysis is carried out, a PKS gene shows a characteristic
signature with parts of protein domains in the correct
order with gaps due to introns in between. The view in
the annotation editor window allows easy recognition of
genes and the coordinates of the domain segments help in
detecting the intron boundaries.
ClustScan is mainly designed for the annotation of gene
clusters encoding modular biosynthetic enzymes, but it
can also be used for annotating other genes by loading
appropriate HMMER proﬁles. For instance, we have
used seven proﬁles to ﬁnd and annotate shikimic acid
pathway genes in a marine organism (30). Recently there
has been intensive activity with metagenomic sequences.
The source organisms for sequences are not known, but
they contain genomes from a number of culturable and
non-culturable microorganisms. The contigs are often
fairly small and the quality of the sequence is sometimes
poor. These problems make an analysis using HMMER
local proﬁles attractive. We used ClustScan to analyze a
200 kb DNA sequence (AACY020563593) from the
J. Craig Venter Institute Global Ocean Sampling (GOS)
Expedition metagenomic dataset (31). This revealed a
potential PKS–NRPS hybrid gene cluster of about 50 kb
in size (Figure 4). It starts with an NRPS loading module,
followed by three PKS modules and seven NRPS
modules and ends with an NRPS thioesterase domain.
However, closer examination of the domain distribution
between reading frames reveals several cases where
domains forming a single module appear to be present
in diﬀerent neighboring genes. This is due to three apparent frameshifts and the anomalous occurrence of a
stop codon, which probably arise due to sequencing
errors. Thus, it seems likely that there are three genes
rather than the seven genes indicated by both GenMark
and Glimmer analysis. In the case of two of the potential
PKS modules, no AT domains are recognized, but there
are unassigned regions in the protein of appropriate sizes
and locations for AT domains (Figure 4). Thus, the
program allows rapid scanning of metagenomic datasets
and makes it easy to identify potential sequencing errors
and interesting features of clusters. With the growing
importance of metagenomic data for drug discovery programs ClustScan helps to eliminate a major bottleneck in
the analysis.
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Figure 4. Annotation editor window showing the analysis of a potential PKS–NRPS hybrid cluster from a marine metagenomic sequence. The
following coloring is used: genes (red), PKS protein domains (green) and NRPS protein domains (blue). Although seven genes are shown, the
distribution of domains between genes suggest that sequencing errors have occurred. The three boxes indicate the positions of the probable genes.
The ﬁrst gene has one frameshift, the second gene has two frameshifts and the third gene has an anomalous stop codon (ringed in black) in it. The
positions where two AT domains would be expected are also ringed (in yelow).

DISCUSSION
ClustScan is easy to use and allows rapid annotation of
new gene clusters. This is very important for exploitation
of the rapidly accumulating data from large-scale DNA
sequencing projects. The facts that high-quality annotation with traditional methods is very time consuming
and needs a high degree of experience have prevented
full exploitation of the extensive DNA database to identify
potentially interesting biosynthetic enzyme clusters.
Although ClustScan is easy to use, it also allows the user
to customize the result and override the automatic predictions. It is also designed to allow easy incorporation of
new knowledge to improve predictive power. The server–
client architecture means that such improvements as well
as changes to reﬂect new versions of the standard analysis
programs are implemented on the server and do not need
changes in the client programs installed on users’ computers. An important goal in the design of ClustScan was to
give it an open architecture which would allow easy integration with other programs. The deﬁnition of an XML
format for full gene cluster description allows interchange
with other programs by simply adding an appropriate
XML parser. The export of annotation as EMBL or
GenBank formats and the export of chemical structures
as SMILES (27) facilitate further analyses of results generated by ClustScan.
Knowledge about PKS protein domains is used to make
predictions about chemical structure. In the case of the
KR domain (14) there is detailed knowledge about protein
structure and the role of the small number of amino acid
residues that control reductase activity and stereospeciﬁcity. In the case of AT extender domains 13 amino acid
residues that correlate with the choice between malonyl–
CoA and methylmalonyl–CoA substrates were known
(8–12). We found that these 13 amino acids could also
be used to predict ethylmalonyl–CoA substrate. The
incorporation of methoxymalonyl–CoA substrates was
correlated with insertions. Initially, we tried to use a

method similar to that of Minowa et al. (21) based on
HMMER proﬁles of critical amino acids to predict AT
speciﬁcity. However, this approach gave lower accuracy
of prediction than the ﬁngerprint method that we used
subsequently. For both the KR and AT domains, the frequency of false prediction was low (4%). It was striking
that good results were obtained for both Gram-negative
sequences as well as for the majority of Gram-positive
actinomycete sequences. This supports the idea that the
diagnostic residues in AT domains are functional in substrate speciﬁcity rather than being evolutionary accidents.
In contrast, the DH activity prediction, which was based
on an actinomycete proﬁle was only eﬃcient for actinomycetes. In particular, many active Gram-negative DH
domains were predicted to be inactive. This means that
the proﬁle mismatch is caused by the evolutionary distance. Although it would be possible in the short term
to improve DH prediction using proﬁles for speciﬁc
groups of organisms, the identiﬁcation of important functional amino acid residues would give predictions less
dependent on evolutionary distance. In contrast to other
annotation programs (18,20,21,23,32), ClustScan predicts
the stereochemistry of products. The dependence on functional residues in the KR and AT domains makes it especially valuable for novel gene clusters that are not closely
related to known gene clusters. Such clusters are especially
interesting in the search for novel drugs. We have not
implemented speciﬁcity predictions for NRPS protein
domains. However, there is some information available
to allow partial prediction (32). When the prediction
power is good enough it will be easy to add NRPS predictions to ClustScan and predict the chemical structure of
products. We compared the performance of ClustScan to
that of the SEARCHPKS prediction program of the
NRPS–PKS database (18). This is less convenient to use
as the genes must be identiﬁed and the deduced protein
sequence input to the program. The output of predicted
chemistry is not available in a standard chemical format.
SEARCHPKS often predicts additional ACP domains
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that prevent accurate prediction of product chemistry. We
also observed that BLAST (19) searches often gave problems in identifying ACP domains, whereas no problems
were encountered with HMMER (22); this is probably
because of the short length of ACP domains. The prediction of the speciﬁcity of extender AT domains is relatively
good; this probably reﬂects the fact that AT speciﬁcity
correlates well with phylogenetic trees (33) so that, in addition to critical functional amino acids, there are other
amino acids that diﬀer for evolutionary reasons. As the
BLAST program does not weight residues according to
conservation, it works best when diﬀerences at many residues correlate with activity. SEARCHPKS does not give
good prediction of loading module speciﬁcities. It does not
attempt to predict activity or stereochemistry of domains.
As these predictions involve a small number of critical
residues, they could not be eﬀectively implemented using
a BLAST-based approach. The ASMPKS database (20)
could not be meaningfully compared to ClustScan as it’s
gene prediction for clusters with high G+C-content was
very poor and it requires a DNA input. This is because it
uses the Glimmer (25) program to predict genes and builds
an HMM-model from input data. In ClustScan, we implemented the use of custom HMM-models to overcome this
diﬃculty for subgenomic sequences. As the ASMPKS
implements a similar approach to the NRPS–PKS database, it is likely that similar results would be found if this
technical problem were overcome.
There are at least 15 known starters used by diﬀerent
modular PKSs. In many cases there is no AT domain in
the loading domain. Acetyl, propionyl and methylbutyryl
starters can be loaded by AT domains and it was found
that they could be distinguished using diagnostic amino
acid residues. It was striking that the acetyl and propionyl
starter AT domains showed the same patterns as
the malonyl–CoA and methylmalonyl–CoA extender
domains. It is known that in some cases an acetyl starter
is derived from decarboxylation of a malonyl–CoA substrate, but in other cases acetyl–CoA is the substrate (34).
The fact that the commonest extenders’ AT domains are
closely related to starter AT domains suggests that it
might be possible to evolve new PKS gene clusters from
truncated clusters that have lost the starter module.
Most polyketides undergo cyclization. In ClustScan we
have implemented a simple rule of cyclization by interaction of the ﬁrst hydroxyl or amino group with the terminal
group. This applies to many natural polyketides and raises
the hope that a simple rule-based method can make correct predictions in many cases. Prediction of cyclization is
important to obtain the full beneﬁt of product prediction.
The ability to rapidly acquire knowledge of new gene
clusters from their DNA sequence has a variety of implications in the search for pharmacologically relevant compounds. The identiﬁcation of novel gene clusters with
interesting and unusual product chemistry will direct the
choice of targets for lead discovery. Another application
of the new sequences is to use them to construct new
polyketides based on known modules in silico; i.e. use
them as input for a program such as the Biogenerator
program (35). ClustScan will help eliminate the bottleneck
posed by the annotation of DNA sequences and allow the

full utilization of the rapidly increasing DNA sequence
data. Studies on the evolution of secondary metabolite
clusters (36) can reveal biological constraints on the structures that can be attained; such studies are greatly assisted
by the ability to rapidly and accurately annotate new
clusters.
We used a top-down approach based on HMM models
to annotate gene clusters encoding modular biosynthetic
enzymes. We showed that by choice of appropriate proﬁles, ClustScan could also be used for annotating other
primary and secondary metabolic pathways in a variety
of microbial and invertebrate organisms. It seems likely
that extensions of this approach could be useful for more
general annotation tasks.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR online.
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